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LETTERS to the EDITOR
Anonymous Letters
Kditor:
Your recent statement of editorial policy with regard to anonymous letters annoyed me. You
generously offered to evaluate the
reasons why a student might wish
to be anonymous, if he would
identify himself to you. I suggest
that you wish to have someone to
report on should pressure be
brought to bear on you to identify
the source of a biting criticism.
I make this suggestion since I
believe that it happened to me.
I edited and joined together the
short accounts of concern and criticism which were written by
various students on the occasion
of a protest day last year. My
policy in editing was that anything
that appeared to be a genuine expression of student concern was a
valid publication.
I do not believe that criticism causes trouble,
or that leaders incite riots. Lack
of continuous criticism allows inequities to proceed to the point
where a leader is forced out from
any random group of disgruntled
people. Knock out the leaders and
ignore the inequities and you will
find that an endless succession of
those supposedly rare leaders will
keep emerging, and there will be
continual unrest until the cause
is dealt with.
With reference to this mosaic
of criticism that I was editing
tjie language was not the best nor
\fas I aware if all the facts were
talid. The hope was that the facts

-

could be better evaluated by public
discussion than by widespread
whispering.
I thought that that
was what the newspaper was for.
The whole literary mess was published under the narne"Concerned
Students." These were the true
authors. This was not good enough
for someone in the Dental school
and our previous editor was a
Dental student. So my name was
given.
He afterwards told me
that he didn't think I would mind.
I don't mind what the opinion of
most of the Dental faculty is, but
I suddenly did mind when I was
sitting talking to Dean Harper and
he alluded to my authorship of
that article. God knows who gets
up tight enough to pass around
names like a little kid, and God
knows whose little black book I'm
in for supposedly writing that article.
After a later amplification
under my own name, of the only
personal comment in that blurb,
which was a critique of your
school, I experienced the attitude
of your Faculty towards criticism.
(It ranged from a reasonable discussion with the Dean, thru profanity, and on to enquiries as to
who paid me). I could not believe
you if you were to claim immunity
from their pressurising.
In conclusion, I would suggest
that you could enable the paper to
be more critical, ipso facto constructive, and you would protect
yourself better if your policy was
to print anything which seems to
be a valid opinion of a student.

Alternatively, I will offer to make
the decision on anything critical
of the Dental school if you will
offer to make the decision on anything critical of the three wonderful men who must sign my thesis
in order for me to graduate.
Annonymously,
Your Assist. Editor

Oh Yeah?
You'refired.

Seriously' if you suspect an ulterior
motive on my part ("I suggest that you
wish to have someone to report on
should pressure he brought to hear on
you.. ."), I can feel insulted hut I douht
there is much I can do to make you be-

lieve otherwise.
That you have had an unfortunate
experience is regrettable. I would not
be surprised, however, if that problem
wus due to thefact that no explicit poicy had been formulated at the time
the article to which you refer was published. Had I been Editor at that time
I would have insisted that a few of the
"Concerned Students" publish their

The Poster Hassle,
or Nightriders
in the Union
Modern, contemporary poster
art was the subject of the recent Millberry Union Art Show. It
was good controversial art, an example of which is probably in every

student domicile associated with
this campus. Poster Art today,
reflects a current and relevant
aspect of our modern society, in
this case campus 1 disorders.
The Editorial Staff of the SYNAPSE welcomes all comments and ; Whether one is committed to the
J discussion of not only that which appears in this newspaper, but also " politics expressed with the posters
or not, everyone must agree that
j 'of any topic of interest to the Medical Center community. The exI change of ideas andviewpoints is vital to the existence of a balanced, j they deserve to be seen and studied
I representative, and stimulating newspaper.
! as an art form.
; Please address any "Letters to the Editor" to the SYNAPSE, ■ ALMOST everyone agrees. Tt
« seems as though certain people on
I Central Desk, first floor of Millberry Union.
this campus feel that since the
posters are political and because
they don't agree with the politics,
Editor: David E. Bomar, Dentistry
then the posters should not be
Advertising Manager: Floyd Pickett, Dentistry
shown in Millberry Union. Now this
Editorial Staff:
opinion, although it is not too raAlan Boyne, Graduate Student
tional, is understandable to some.
Arts and Entertainment:
But the implementation of this
Hugh Ribeiro, Pharmacology
opinion is abominable.
D.G. Warnock. Medicine
Professional Opinion?
Technical A ssislants:
When Dr. Kelly and Dr. FairSharon Erieherg, Graduate Nursing
child of the dental school, and
Karen Henzi. Pharmacy
Barry Slipock. Dentistry
Dr. Miller of Medicine felt that
Dec Dupre. X-ray Technology
something was "NonArt", they be■

Alan Sue. Dentistry
Publications Assistant
I red ('ahen
Advisors
( Singh Wallia
Barbara Squires

.

the goddess Nemesis attacking
them.
Agreed that subtle institutionalpressures are a perfidious influence and
that the keystone in the arch is the
ability of the Editor to stand up to
these pressures, I think that I can
maintain my cool. In any event I have,
to date, received but one anonymous
letter, and that one was rather comple-

of

mentary.

-Ed.

uncool for professional men. They of Millberry Union an explanation
were obnoxious to some very nice of their actions. I think they also
people.
owe an apology to Mr. Alexander,
Honest Efforts vs. The Hassle
Mr. Cahen, and Miss Squires. I
Barbara Squires, Millberry would also hope that the loss of
Union Asst. program director, tempers was limited to the one
makes it possible for us to view particular day, and that the anonmany varied and different art dis- ymous phone call to Miss Squires
plays. She does not need to be was just a cruel coincidence.
subjected to such criticism as
In that bad scenes are usually
"... you call that crap art?" Nor
not
undone, I would hope that all
to
threatened
does she need
be
members
of the Millberry Union
with the idea that she is promoting
to thank the above
would
taiketime
"anarchy" on the Union walls. The
their
language and the tone were ob- named Union personnel for
work and effort. Their energies go
scene and immature.
far beyond the normal eight-hour
Fred Cahen, the staff artist, day and our union shows the beneis well qualified and dedicated to fits of their personal efforts. They
supplying art for our Union. He need our support.
does not need to be physically
Dennis Spain
threatened with clenched fists. He
Vice President
does not need to be personally
ASUCMCSF
defamed.
Bob Alexander is the able direc-

tor of our Union. His work on our
campus has won him many na-
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ters published in the DAILY CAL over
at Berkeley). (3) If the fury and wrath
of the powers-that-be are directed toward the editor, then other critics can
do their thing with a lessened chance

HOUSE COMMITTEE

VS. APATHY

tional honors, and made our union
The House Committee is an ada national example of efficiency.
to the Millberry
He does not need to be threatened visory adjunct
of
Governors
on matters of
Board
with calls to Sacramento. Nor does
Millberry Union Policies (excludfosterneed
to
be
accused
of
ne
ing a "political end" with his ing the dormand parkingfacilities).
The Committee WANTS to give
actions.
the students, faculty and nonacaApologies In Order
demic Millberry Union members
I wish that the foregoing had not
an opportunity to EXPRESS THEIR
happened. I assume it will never
OPINIONS on certain relevant matcame very irrational. In fact, they reoccur. I think that the above ters as related to Millberry Union.
lost their tempers, which is very faculty owe the Board of Governors
Examples of matters we are In-

Photography:
Jerry Piepmeyer, Pharmacy

:£jH

names, or I would have made an
EXPLICIT agreement not to publish
their names, as long as they were
known to me.
Certainly, no one can claim immunity from pressure, hut the necessity to
protect myself has not been necessary to date. I suspect that such will
remain the case for the short time that
I shall be editing.
There are three important advantages of the policy I espoused. (I) The
writer is forced to make a forthright
and logical presentation of his case.
(2) The editor cannot be capricious
or arbitrary about which of the unsigned articles will and will not be
published. As you may or may now
know, it has long been my policy to
publish articles by students, regardless of whether or not I agreed
with their ideas. This is a luxury afforded by few commercialpapers (Try,
for example, to have a letter opposing
admission of Red China to the United
Nations published in the New York
TIMES.) or even most collegiate
newspapers (as I found out several
years ago when I tried to get my let-

<4sp>

Dr. Singh Wallia suggested to
1. Literature and Experiences
the Associated Students of UCMC
2. Poetry Workshop
3. Review writing for films and
Assembly, on Wednesday, March
12, the starting of an Experimental
theater.
Evening College which would, un4. Science and Public Policy
der a student board of directors,
5. National Health Insurance:
Problems and Prospects
offer courses inhumanities, social
sciences and arts. If funded by
6. Urban Planning andthe Health
the ASI'C student activities funds
Sciences.
7. Art workshops in painting,
these courses could be made available to students at no fee and a sculpture and jewellry making.
nominal fee ($2) to Medical Center
Dr. Wallis gave as estimate $450
staff.
per course for instructor's salary
for courses such as Art workshops
Dr. Singh Wallia, who is Pro- and literature courses. He strongly
gram director of Millberry Union urged the starting of at least an
for the last 3 months, gave exexperimental sample of an Examples of courses as follows: perimental College.

vestigating are as follows:
1. A student operated coffee

lounge.'
2. Millberry Union hours of
operation

3. Replacement of Union

equip-

ment.

4. Additional student facilities
within Millberry Union
Give your opinions and suggestions to the representative of your

school, who are as follows:
Pharmacy
Mr. Andre Meschl
Dentistry
Mr. John Ino
Nursing
Miss Suzanne Kruse.

(Grad Dlv.)
pharmacy
Mr. Ron Conte
Nursing
Miss Judy Greenberg
Medicine
Mr. Collin Leaong
Resident
Dr. Larid Patterson
House Staff
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A WORD FROM THE DEANS
Dental School Ideas

A Page from

the Administration
A number of years ago it was DE RIGUEUR for
deans to present an annual message in the McdiCal. One year Dr. Willard C. Fleming, then dean of
Dentistry, entitled his remarks "Sex and Dentistry."
UlThe title speaks rather eloquently to the problem,
then extant, of bringing the reader's attention to
missives from the administration. I like to believe
that communications between students and administrations are much easier today; however, the institution of "A Page from the Administration" may
well facilitate interschool communication, and I
welcome the opportunity to participate.
Probably the most exciting and innovative aspect
of the program in the School of Pharmacy is the
—development of a clinical aspect to our curriculum.
pharmacy studentshavehad extensive training in pharmacology in the past, they have.not had
the opportunity to observe the effects of drugs on
patients at the bedside. Through the cooperation of
the Department of Surgery, Nursing Service and
•Hospital Administration, here at U.C, we have been
able to provide several of our students, during
the past two years, this missing link in the pharmacist's educational process. The experiment has
been quite successful with good acceptance by both
students and the other health professionals
involved.
W believe that the pharmacist can and should make
contributions to patient care in all areas relating
to medications. Thus, we envision the pharmacist
oof the future playing a role in institutionalcare, which
will interdigitate closely with the nurse, physician
and other health professionals. For example, the
pharmacist should serve as an unbiased source of
drug information for the physician. Thus, he may
the gap" between the clinical pharmacologist and others, generating new information regarding drugs and the medical practitioner.
Obviously, acceptance by physicians, nurses and
dentists is vital to the development of such new
roles for the pharmacist. In addition, if the graduates of the various schools are truly to practice
as a "team", they must be educated together. We
are most appreciative of theenthusiastic cooperation
that the other schools have afforded us in our efforts, and believe that the U.C. Medical Center is
among the leaders in development of new improved
modes ofhealth-care delivery.

_

*

Jere E,

Goyan

Dean, School of Pharmacy

Medical School Developments

The School of Dentistry, like any responsible
institution devoted to the education of students in
the health sciences, is aware of its responsibility
to enrich and enhance the education we are providing
our dental students by increasing instruction in preventive health care. Continuing developments in
diagnosis and treatment alone are not enough to
justify the position of dentistry as a true health
profession. To maintain a position of leadership,
our school must recognize trends and institute
changes in the curriculum that will conform with
newly establishedobjectives —and, according to curriculum studies now in progress, one of the most
important of these objectives is the expansion of the
teaching program in preventive dentistry and community health. Accordingly, a new Division of Preventive Dentistry and Community Health will be
established in the dental school this Fall.
The specific objective of the new Division will be to
meet more fully our broad educational goal of producing dentists who are technically competent, biologically oriented, and socially sensitive, by:
1. Revising and reconstructing courses which are
presently providing instruction in previentive dentistry and community health;
2. Developing new courses necessary to provide
comprehensive education to our students in preventive dentistry and in the broad aspects of the
dental profession and its responsibilities to the total
health of the
3. Providing educational coordination within the
school and its divisions, and between the school
and other components of the Medical Center, including the Schools of Medicine, Nursing, and Pharmacy,
in promoting total and comprehensive health care for
the community.
Our teaching program will emphasize the value
and desirability of preventive dentistry relative to
the individual and the community. Great stress will
be placed on the relationship between dental health
and total hearth and well-being. Courses will be
estabished to promote understanding by the students
of the desirability and methodology of dispensing
effective health care. Emphasis will be given to
current trends in health care economics, effective
utilization of auxiliary health personnel, and care
of special patients such as the physically and
mentally handicapped, the aged, the house-bound, and
the hospitalized. In addition, great stress will be
placed on instilling in the dental student an appreciation of national and world health problems.
Ben W. Pavone
Dean, School of Dentistry

.

Many things are happening in the School of Medicine and it is difficult to focus on the major items. Arbitrarily, I will mention just a
few. I take this opportunity of the first presentation of information
from the administration to congratulate the editors of Synapse for
increasing the communication process between students, faculty and
administration.
Probably one of the most insignificant items is the development of
a new curriculum which will shortly, we hope, be presented to student
body and faculty for discussion, modification if indicated and ratification (hopefully). Through strenuous and time consuming efforts by faculty and students on theCurriculum Committee and its numerous hard
working subcommittees, I am encouraged to think that we have in the
offing a truly innovative curriculum which may be initiated, in part,
at least, by next fall. There is good evidence that the curriculum will
include those vital elements of opportunity for multitrack approach to
individual education, substantially more elective time, relevance to
current day problems of social and economic factors bearing on medical education and practice, earlier exposure to patients, and many
other pertinent and timely changes. I am truly grateful to students
and faculty who have put serious thought and much effort into the
development of the curriculum. With its implementation, the School
of Medicine of the University of California in San Francisco should
stand out as a leader among the schools in this country.
The Dean's Office has been able to assist various clinical departments and the Hospital Administration to make the health care facilities on this campus available for support of the numerous neighborhood health programs being developed in several areas of San
Francisco. This is a practical way in which we can contribute to community welfare.
Another item of interest is the implementation by Doctor Donald
Fink of a Committee of Parents which will serve to help to improve
conditions in the Pediatric Outpatient Clinic and to effect those changes
which will relate the operation of the Clinic more to the needs of the
community as well as the individual coming to the clinic. Discussions
are being held already with a view toward establishing a Liaison committee representing a broad spectrum of the community and of patients
who elect to come to the entire Outpatient Department. At the moment,
determinations are being made of the groups who use the Clinic facilities so that a reasonably rational representation can be planned.
This sort of community involvement'we believe is important for
many reasons, not only for the operation of the present Clinics but
in planning for the operation of the new Clinics facility. I am told
that ground should be broken within the first weeks of March for
the new building.
We are now actively engaged in recruiting from the minority group
a man whom we think can serve a very useful function in the Office
of the Dean plus some teaching and research.
At the time of writing this, the School of Medicine had tendered
offers of admission to 23 members of minority groups and had received 16 acceptances. It Is early for being either encouraged or discouraged by the number of acceptances. The competition is fierce.
The subcommittee of the Admissions Committee concerned with applicants with special problems has done and is doing a very good Job at
considerable expenditure of time, effort and soul searching.
In the next issue we will try to elaborate on other Items pertaining
to developments in the School of Medicine.
Stuart C. Cullen, M.D.
Dean, School of Medicine
hired to handle advertising and the
technical aspects of putting out the
paper. This will leave the Editor
and/or Editorial Board free to
devote their time to what shouldbe
Medical Center, was named Prestheir forte: writing and commentident-Elect of the 30,000 member
int. No more leg work for the
California Nurses' Association at
Editor!
[its 58th Convention at the San
Next year, there will be availFrancisco Hilton Hotel on Februable a large amount of secretarial
ary 16. She was declared the
help, which has only been availwinner of a recent electiondefeatable since the arrival of Dr. Singh
ing Mrs. Fay O. Wilson, R.N.,
Wallia. This alone should take a
Professor and Chairman of the
great deal of work off the editor's
Nursing Department, Los Angeles

'

,

NEEDED: ONE EDITOR
It's that time of the year, again.
The present editor of SYNAPSE is
confronted with selecting someone
to edit the fantastic UCMC newspaper during the 1969-1970 academic year. Apparently, none of
this year's staff members is interested in stepping up to the editorship next year, so we have to
find a new person. (The sooner a
new editor is located, the better,
for there is much Information
of a purely technical nature-assembling, layouts, art work,
dummy sheets, contracts, etc.
which the present editor would like
to pass on.
Basically, theeditor'sresponsibilities entail: (1) laying out a
publication schedule for the'69-70
academic year; (2) reading and, to
some extent, soliciting articles for
the paper; (3) recruiting and keeping a staff of willing writers and
technical assistants; (4) laying out
the paper on dummy sheets; (5)
going to a printing company and
putting it all together; (6) going

-

-

over the finished product and discussing it, ever mindful of seeking
ways to better the synapse.
you feel a little isolated in

Mrs. de Tornyay New C.N.A. President

If
your own particular cubicle, this
is a good way to meet all sorts of
Interesting people: students from
schools other than yours, campus
visitors, administrators (andtheir
good-looking secretaries)
in
short, the type of people you just
do not meet in any other way.
You know pretty well what's happening, even if you still don't have
shoulders.
the time to attend it.
What are the rewards? The
If this sounds like your piece of editor receives an honorarium
cake, then get in touch with the from Millberry Union, but if you
present editor and he will attempt only Jump for bread, then forget
to give you a more comprehensive It. Either you do this sort of
overview of what it's all about. work because you love it or beSYNAPSES extension Is 2019.
cause you feel it's important; but
It appears that some exciting pecuniary gain is out of the quesRheba dc Tornyay
things are in the offing next year. tion.
Dr. C. S. Wallia, has proposed
Mrs. Rheba dc Tornyay, R.N.,
Sounds good? It CAN be just
turning SYNAPSE into a weekly. If
Associate Pro(husband—Rudy),
the beginning. Let's hear from
fessor, School of Nursing, Univerthis comes about, he suggests a
Editors
,you,
I
sity of California, San Francisco
full-time Managing Editor to be

--

'

City College.

Ruth Harmon, R.N., of Santa
Ana, was re-elected to the office
of Vice President. Other successful candidates were Beverly C.
Andre, R.N., ofSacramento, Nursing Education Consultant, Board
of Nursing Education and Nurse
Registration, elected Secretary;
Colleen A. Gaffney, R.N., San Gabriel, Clinical Research Nurse, Department of Nursing Research,
City of Hope Medical Center, Duarte, elected Treasurer.
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Black Studies Lecture Series

Our Day of Concern

ALAN BOYNE
* very
would be benefited? Russia hates

This turned out to be a
worthwhile exposition of some
facts, opinions and simple expressions of worry at the heedless manner in which we seem
to be generating manifold unpleasant destinies.
The impetus for a semi-public
demonstration grew out of M.I.T.
where there is considerable involvement with the military in an
engineering sense of direct weapons technology. It is probably possible to see science being efficiently applied to destructive devices very readily. Cries of "military involvement" have been

heard from various campuses
across the country without the
specifics being clearly enunciated.
The irreversible influences of our
way of life upon the ecology hold
the potential for dictating terms
to us in the future, in Natures
subtle language of making the environment poisonous. As our
species and our technology expands, the earth does not. Given
the necessity of continued expansion, forced by the population
pressure, the deeds of man will
affect the chemical balances on

this planet, on a full planetary
scale. Being chemical ourselves,
we can expect our own balances
to be influenced. Planning and
forecasting these events is difficult: we are only just beginning
to hear forecasts and nobody appears to be planning. Hickel was
evidencing concern about the
alligator species last week, after
the population had dropped very
low. I am afraid that there are
few politicians who would evidence concern about the human
species and its ecological needs
until the figures were in on how
many people succumbed to the
poison generated by this that and
the other industrial pollutant. We
always seem to react to the disaster but never have the wits to
avoid it altogether. The magnitude of some of the forecasted
disasters, however, leads even
a pessimist to hope that we can
open our eyes and navigate our
planet with the benefit of some
careful planning to avoid thereefs.
The extent to which scientists have
responded to the call from M.I.T.
demonstrates a widespread concern that the fruits of science and
technology will indeed turn rotten
unless more attention is given to
their harvesting.
We owe a debt of thanks to Dr.
Warren Levinson and his coworkers for having had the energy
and the cognisance of the potential
of this day to do all the work
involved. An indication of the magnitude of the task ahead is given
in the postcard he received from
San Jose: Stupid Warren Levinson:
Even with all the education given
to you by the people of the U.S.A.
and the money taken from their
pockets to pay you a big salary,
you apparently are devoid of appreciation. There is no nation on
earth that has befriended your
race like this one. There is just
no way for a reasonable person
to understand the attitude of trai-

tors like you, or their reason.
Suppose this country were taken
over by the Commies tomorrow:
do you actually believe that you

Jews, East Germany hates Jews,
here, even as a traitor you are
treated as an equall Perhaps you
will have bad luck and bad health.
Unfortunately, the Issue of formal support was presented to the
Academic Senate here in a rather
emotional and accusatory context
and was associated with several
errors of fact. There was also
a feeling that since the press had
labelled March 4th as a day of
'strike' In demonstration of concern, that the Senate should not
associate itself with the event
whatever it's true nature was (preseumably in case Reagan and the
public were inadvertently offended). There was even one speaker
who didn't wish to lose a single
day of research to worry about
the possibility that his life might
be accidentally foreshortened.
Fortunately, other Senates across
the country were alert enough to
the real need for this concern and
therefore the ne#d to attach as
much authoritative support to it
as possible. Consequently, the
press reported the event as an
unusual but respectable departure from the normal routine.
There was an attempt to document the grants on this campus
which came from military
sources. Everyone on the list was
undoubtedly angered and antagonised by what appeared to be 'guilt
by association*. Furthermore, half
a million of the total 1.6 million
which came from the Atomic Energy Commission was wrongly interpreted as military money; the
A.E.C. is not military. In looking
at the project titles of those military funded projects, the most
suspicious sounding was a research effort into immunisation
against the Black plague.
This was the background for
a discussion with Dr. Harold Harper, Vice Chancellorfor Research,
and Dr. Terrine Adler, Assoc.
Dean of Research. The opportunity
for clarification presented by the
participation of this 'hierarchy'
was well taken, and their contribution was greatly appreciated.
From Dr. Harper we learned that
there are no secret projects being
performed on this campus. Furthermore, and curiously enough,
the Black plague is endemic among
the rodentfauna of California,which
makes this state susceptable
to an outbreak of plague. Should
that occur, most of us would be
glad to receive an immunization,
whether or not the army had paid
for the research which developed
it. Dr. Adler ran thru a list of
9 identifiable projects at the Hooper Foundation and pointed out that
it was impossible to tell which
was funded by the military on the
basis of the nature of the project.
The point was rather belabored,
apparently in an effort to convince those who believe in conspiracies. The main thrust of these
speakers was that the Medical
Center was not involved in destruction oriented research, and
that the use of the military's excess money did not imply this.Dr.
Harper also pointed out that the
military needed to fund research,
in its own hospitals as a necessary adjunct to its patient serv-

P. Caramagno

Another blow to the narrow horizons of academiawhichflavor this
campus will be delivered Spring
Quarter with the introduction of a
lecture series in Black Studies.
This course grew out of dissatisfaction with the restricted diet of
knowledge which the so-called
health professionals are commended to master in order to gain
expertise in their chosen disclpUne. It grew out of curiosity about
a subject matter which is little
known in depth or explored, but
which is particularly saUent to
the contemporary scene, and to
the effectiveness of the role which
the health professional assumes In
that "scene." It grew out of a
ices for it's personnel. All this
was reassuring, but it remains
incongruous that tax money from
civilians should proceed to the
civilian government only to be
redisbursed here by a military

engaged (encroaching)
upon civilian activities. I think
it is important to preserve the
distinction between these two
bodies.
With the panel on biological
warfare, there was more focus
on what the mflitary doesdorather
than does not. The most important
point is probably that it keeps
secrets. Thus, the research institute at Ft. Detrich publishes
only 15% of the work it does.
Somewhere in the other 85%, acci-1
dents happen, technicians get sick
and die of plague, giving some
indication of the nature of the
work. It is known that the army
experiments with ways of delivering chemical and biological warfare agents the Dugway proving
ground is hard to conceal, especiaUy when thousands of sheep
around it die mysteriously. The
current favourites seem to be
aerosol bombs of germs which
will be inhaled. Anthrax inhaled
becomes a much more lethalproblem than Anthrax infections of
the outer skin.
Franklin Roosevelt was opposed
to the use of these sorts of weapons except as retaliation. This is
still the nominal position of the
government. Since we now have
an overkill nuclear retaUation
ability, one could argue that we
don't even need such dangerous
and unpredictable devicesfor their
retallatory value. There is also
the arguement that by continuing
to develop the weapons and delivery systems, we will only make
it easier for the Generals to use
them. It was pointed out, however, i
that it was desirable from a de-!
fense point of view to experiment
with them In order to ascertain
how an enemy might deliver them,
and then take suitable precautions.
In attempting to draw conclusions and define responsibilities
for this rather diffuse problem, It
is important to answer the question "If Ferml had known that the
atomic bomb would be developed
should he have experimented with
radioactivity?" This Is a semanauthority

-

triple conspiracy on the part of be held every Monday evening of
the ASUCMC, the BSU and the pro- Spring Quarter from 7 pm. to 10
gram department of Millberry pm in the Medical Sciences AudiUnion. These three institutions had torium. There is no cost to the
either the power or the interest student ~ but time. Bring your
or the knowledge (perhaps, in each, friends.

•

iII I MtflJliM———^——■—l
more or less or all three), which
LAUNDRY
they combined to organize, pub- CLEANING
licize, and present a Black Studies i
lecture series.
The course content is broad,
combining cultural history with
contemporary social problems. It
will sample much, hoping to promote interest in depthfor a variety
of tastes. It will offer moments
ALTERATIONS
of delight and moments ofdespair.
drag.
It won't
The Black Studies lectureseries 340 JUDAH
664-0550
is a non credit presentation. It will '

CLEANERS

.

(to p. 13)
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FREE HAMBURGER
To Stimulate our "Take Out" business
we are giving one of our regular
50 cent hamburgers
or 60 cent cheeseburgers FREE
with the purchase of two to go.

3 hamburgers $1.00 or 3 cheeseburgers $1.20 {f
Burgers 50c Fries 20c Shake 50° Steak Sandwich 90c

BURGER BOY
Ph. 564-4723
OPEN 11 A.M.-9 P.M. MON.-SAT. SUNDAY 2 P.M.-9 P.M.

1309 9th Aye. (near Irving)

ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS

from European and American Artists
such as Riche, Corbeau, Jean Moret, Lewis,
Loman, Pierre and many others
<r

Frames at 50% to 75% DISCOUNT
Also

I

tlcally meaningless question, since
it depends on an Impossibility. The
meaningful question, is "Could

"

SNOW WHITE

<r

Antiques, Ivorys, Tiffany Type Lamps

Please come in and browse
Open Daily from 11 to 5:30-Sunday 12 to 3pm
or by appointment- phone 564-9921

<i

$fP ART GALLERY
535 Irving Street at 7th Avenue
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GNO Proceedings

SNAC Happenings

On Friday, February 21st, the
Graduate Nurse Organization was
stimulated by Dean Lulu Hassenplug. Her quick wit and trigger
humor aroused, puzzled, fired and
excited the audience and silence
fell heavily as she tied together
her presentation. She stressed that
the primary purpose of schools
should be THE EDUCATION OF
STUDENTS FOR NURSING and
cautioned that we need to go ahead
and define nursing in our own
terms and get on with the job of
planning new ways of nursing and
trying them out.
Resistance, she pointed out, was
something to carefully scrutinized
what is the practical nurse
resisting, what Is the administrator resisting, what is the nurse
telling the doctor he should be

Two Important resolutions came from the House of Delegates at
the State Convention of the Student Nurses' Association of California
held here in San Francisco February 15-18. The first concerns
0 lowering the voting age to 18.
WHEREAS: The American young people are vitally concerned with
and active In the community; and
WHEREAS: The Student Nurses' Association of California is composed of a great number of young Americans between
m
18 and 21 years of age; and
WHEREAS: These nursing students are expected to assume the
responsibilities of a professional person in dealing with
the vital matters of life and death; and
One
of the stated purposes and functions of SNAC is
WHEREASi
to develop an awareness of and interest in the nurses
responsibilities to the community as a member of the
health team; and
this awareness and
WHEREAS: SNAC feel that implementation of::;
and interest is through accepted participation in the
decision making process the privilege of voting; and
state, and national leaders have expressed
Community,
WHEREAS:
definite concern with the participation of the 18-21
year olds in the decision making process; therefore
belt
California
RESOLVED That the Student Nurses' Association of Francisco,
assembled in annual convention in San
February 15-18, 1969, supports the concern of community, state, and national leaders in consideration of
the involvement of the 18-21 year old age group in
exercising the privilege of voting; and therefore be it
*)
further
RESOLVED: That the Student Nurses' Association of California
advocates legislative action to lower the voting age to
include this age group.

*
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resisting?

•

These resolutions are significant because the issues are
in
ones to the student nurses now as young adults and citizens andand
important

« the

near future as professionals. They have made their voice
position known!
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COMPACT ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS

/jtj* MKaJI

OLYMPI A SMITH-CORONA
UNDERWOOD OLIVETTI /
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CO.
TYPEWRITER
AMERICAN
1
(RAY JONES MGR.)

2247 Market Street (Between 15th & 16th Sts)
Open Sat. From 10AM to 4PM

863-2700
UC MEDICAL CENTER FOR THE

YES WE HAVEBEEN SERVING
PAST 15 YEARS. PROMPT PICK UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE.

SEVENTH SUCCESSFUL YEAR

EUROPE
CHARTER FLIGHTS

JUNE 16 1 SEPT 13 I only $277
21
only $277
SEPT 17
JUNE2I
22
AUG 3 | 0n1y5277
33
JULY 4
only $265
NOV 22
SEPT 10
44
oneway | onlysl2s
SEPT 10
45
ALL FLIGHTS ARE ROUND TRIP OAKLAND TO

I
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I

FREE DELIVERY

NORMAN SOMBERG

i

In Stock NEW-Electric Carriage return portable typewriters
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BUY NOW -1969 MODELS

LONDON TO OAKLAND.
ALL FLIGHTS ON NON STOP SUPERJETSPRICE INCLUDES ALL TAXES

MAKE YOUR DEPOSIT NOW!!

FLY UCNA CHARTERS AND DON'T TAKE A CHANCE.
Whenyo. choose vo.rCliirterOn«i«tio.»« »reHi.

PROGRESS HOMEWARE

i

12513RD. AYE.

Stella*,
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Registration on •
BERKELEY
of the Univercampuses
nine
all
slty of California for the current i
winter quarter totals 96,186 students, 4,653 or 4.8 percent more
than for the 1968 winter quarter,
The total enrollment is made up
of 66,343 undergraduates (69 percent) and 29,843 graduates (31

j
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The second resolution concerns ANA's position on the selective
service for nurses.
Delegates
WHEREAS: A resolution has been passed by the House of
of the American Nurses' Association assembled in an3
nual, convention in May 1968, stating that the American
Nta-fes** Association stipports'-legislation providing for
the selective service for nurses in time of need; and
see this resolution as discriminating against the
We
HWEREAS:
profession of nursing, and
*v
WHEREAS: This resolution affects all nurses, both present and
9
future, and we as member of Student Nurses' Association of California and future nurses, see it as our
responsibility to exercise freedom and independence in
disagreeing with our parent organization; and
WHEREAS: Point' 111 of die ANA Code for nurses states that:
The nurse maintains individual competence in nursing
f,
practice, recognizing and accepting responsibility for
individual action and judgements; and
ANA's resolution by its general application to all
nurses stifles individual decision-making and reL
sponsible action; therefore be it
the Student Nurses' Association of California
That
RESOLVED:
assembled in annual convention in San Francisco
February 14-18, 1969 stand in opposition to ANA's
resolution on the selective service for nurses, therefore be it further
dissenting nurses in
T RESOLVED: That we of SNAC support those
their dissatisfaction with this resolution because of it
denial of their capacities for Independent decisionmaking; be it further
California
RESOLVED:' That we, the Student Nurses' Association ofconcerning
request that NSNA support our position
selective service of nurses and communicate this support at the 1969 convention in Detroit.

•

Groceries Liquors
Delivery Service

I566-2819

were:

1. How do we reorient the nurse
who is practicing today to get her
focused on PEOPLE again?
2. If the emphasis of nursing is
to be placed on "care" what does
the nurse need to know?
3. What is the nature of the staff
students
nurses' self image
are using her as their model.
4. Can the clinical specialist
bridge the gap between knowledge and effective practice by
combining her teaching and care
skills?
5. Does it take different preparation for teachers to teach effectively in the associate degree
and bachelor programs; and if so,
what would the difference be?
6. What are the issues between
the technical and professional
workers?
7. What type oftechnologist does
the medical profession want? Is
mis the type of technologist to
be found in graduates of the Associate Arts program in Nursing?
Dean Hassenplug reminded us of
the crux of the ANA position paper
to give patients care which
is appropriate, continuing, andcoordinated. Her final plea was that
we stress perceiving people as
people and that we help students
and others to listen attentively to
people and watch their behavior
for clues to their unspoken needs.
For some in the audience Dean
Hassenplug's talk as an "exciting" experience, for others it
had been "illuminating," "puzzling," "delightful;" for all it had
been stimulating.
Social Hour
To demonstrate the point that
committee work is not all workand
no play, on March sth the Graduate
Nurse Organization Council met
after the Communication Forum

*

-

for a wine and cheese social hour.
As may be expected at any meeting following a lively discussion,
the Council continued the verbal
exchange by exploring and developing individual concepts regarding the course of nursing education and its practical application. In the delightful, comfortablej
surroundings ofMaureenMurphy'si
apartment the members of the>
Council had the opportunity to learn
more about each other as people
to compliment their knowledge of
each other as committee workers.
Suffice it to say that a good time
was had by all.
Communication Forum •
On March sth the GraduateNurse
Organization held another in their
continuing series of Communication Forums for improvement of j
student faculty Interactions. Due

Some of the issues Dean Hassenplug tossed out for the future in
nursing
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COMMENTS ON THE UNIVERSITY
1. THE UNIVERSITY AND SOCIAL ACTION
The primary function of the university is to educate its students
to their maximum potential. It is
the students themselves who must
become the movers for social
change and not the university.*
The university should bring together those who by their background and/or training posses expertise in all areas of knowledge
and experience to teach the students so that they may chart their
course of action.
2. THE UNIVERSITY AND THE
PUBLIC
It is unfortunate that the public
so readily condemns universities
on the basis of the actions of individuals within the universities.
They must be made to realize that
a good university must be composed of individuals of differing
viewpoint, for It is leaders educated in this atmosphere who
should make the soundest judgments. There are individuals, however, who are detrimental to the
university. These individuals are
the ones who must resort to physical violence and distruction to
accomplish objectives. It is ironic
that the actions of these individuals often hurt most those whom
they purport to be fighting for.
3. THE UNIVERSITY AND STUDENT ACTIVISM
The student activists who are
seeking, and rightly so, a more
relevant education have made a
mistake in concentrating primarily
on the administrator for accomplishing that end. It is the
faculty who decide curriculum and
the function of admitting students
and the determining of admitting
standards is delegated to faculty
committees. Honest critiques of
faculty members should be made
by students and made available
to administrators and faculty. That
administrators should be concerned about the scope of courses
and the students interests can not
be questioned, but that the students are attacking these men
whose day-to-day work usually in-

Monday through Friday.
All checks not picked up will
be cancelled on Friday, April 11,

1969.

Lawrence Johns
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What follows is a summaryof the
important points presented by Mr.
Robert G. Greenway, Fellow of
Merrill College and Director of
Academic Planning (UC Santa
Cruz), at the Noon Lecture of February 26.
The Cluster College Idea
In 1965 Dean McHenry opened
the first of 27 small colleges to
be built at UC Santa Cruz. Each
of the colleges is devoted to a
particular theme: college number
one's theme is the humanities;
number two's is social sciences;
number three's is natural
sciences; number four is theThird
World College; and so forth. i
Ultimately, each of the colleges
will enroll about 1,000 students.
The benefits of these small communities are both tangible and intangible. Intimate contact between
faculty and student and facilitated
interdisciplinary communication

are immediate benefits.
Graduate study, with its attendant necessity of specialization,
is a thorn in the side of the college'
community concept. On the one!
hand, graduate programs are
necessary to maintain a maximum
faculty to student ratio and to increase the campus budget, but this

can lead to faculty loyalty to discipline (or Super Department)
rather than to the individual college community.

UC Problems
The fundamental problem facing
the Universities is theirreluctance
to confront the new way thatpeople
(to p. 12)
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Forms available in Room

MILLBERRY UNION

245

GOLDEN GATE
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photo

center
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PHOTO CENTER

1234 9th AYE. near Lincoln Way
Films, Cameras, Projectors, Supplies • Color Processing by KODAK
ID-Photos, Portraits, Wedding Albums • Save Money on Technicolor
Processing Mailers
Specials All Tear Around

UPf-S,

il

U.C. MEDICAL CENTER
including non paid teaching ttaff
ARE ELIGIBLE FOR MEMBERSHIP

CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYEES'
CREDIT UNION NO. 2
DO ALL YOUR CONSUMER FINANCING WITH CREDIT UNION LOANS.

COMPARE THE RATES

,

AS MUCH AS 60% LESS THAN MOST LOAN COMPANIES
1% par month

vt

2Vi% par month

AS MUCH AS 33V3% LESS THAN MOST REVOLVING CREDIT PLANS
1% pur month vi IVa% pur month
i
AS MUCH AS 25% LESS THAN MOST BANK PERSONAL LOANS
$6.50 pur $100.00 pur yuar

|i

vt

!

$8.00 par $100.00 par yuar

!

LOAN PROTECTION INSURANCE AT NO EXTRA COST

LOANS MADE FOR ANY WORTHY PURPOSE
11 ASK ABOUT THE NEW AUTOMOBILE PURCHASE PLAN ]

!
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REASONABLE RATES

Millberry Union
Operations Dept.

\ Zn

ALL EMPLOYEES OF

Recent Federal legislation stip-

Posters
Printed

-

J

Whither the University?

ulates that students who engage in
activities which disrupt campus
administration or the educational
process will not receive Federal
loans, grants, or scholarships.The
University (or other educational
institution) is not allowed to exercise discretion in applying the
legislation but is obligatedtowithhold Federal financial aid once
For questions, please contact the student has been convicted of
the Financial Aid Unit on exten- the offense.
sion 1523, the Placement Unit on
extension 1407. Both units are located in Room 62-U.
Student Financial Aid
Checks for students who have
awards, either scholarships or
loans, are now available at the
Student Accounts Office, 1310 3rd
Avenue. Checks may be picked up
between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

toryour

seeorcall
volves money for new buildings,' •1 am using university here in
salaries, equipment and where it's terms of that more permanent'
used
coming from seems slightly off part, the administration and fac1600
Van
776-0880
faculty
Ness
true
that
ulty. It is quite
target.
Largest
No.'i '■.Calif's
participation in various areas of CARL R. CARLSEN
j
■■■j.jll ■_ ■.."Hi
N ■
m '."
.1.
" ■.
■
■• -■
■
■
i
"
Is necessary for main-■*'
society
graduate
of
stu-|
The role
the
their
tainlng
qualifications
for,
dent could be most important in
special areas. But,
bridging some gaps between stu- ■ teaching their
teaching is still their most im- j
dent and faculty. It is most un-j
fortunate but true thatthe graduate portant function.
j
student, and in some cases not even. The preceding comments were
NOW A new Branch Off ice to serve you
he, is the only student that really submitted as a basis for discussion
Aye.
gets to know faculty on a personal at the Graduate Academy at Lake
basis in the ever larger univer- Arrowhead held on March 23-25
sities. It is also true that the and sponsored by the UCLA Grad- \
graduate student often quickly for- uate Student Association. They regets his complaints as an under- flect only the opinions of the rep- \
Airline Hotel Ship Reservations Everywhere
graduate just when he is in a resentative to that meeting from i
and
this
campus (John Fitzloff)
position to offer the most connot necessarily the UCMCSF.GSA. ■
structive criticism.
.«.»ZZHy
MON. SAT. 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
t
TELEPHONE: OV 1-4229
If intnorj

FINANCIAL AIDS
In order to provide better service, the Financial Aid and Student
Placement Units will be open for
interviews from 11:00 A.M. to
3:00 P.M. DAILY. Those unable to
meet this schedule should call the
units for an appointment whenpossible. Thursday closing as announced previously will no longer
apply. THESE CHANGES ARE EFFECTIVE APRIL 1.
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Fleet prices for credit union menbers.
FINANCE THE CAR AT $4.75 per $100.00 per YEAR.
Life insurance at no additional cost.

1
!
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CALL OR WRITE
CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYEES' CREDIT UNION NO 2

.

|

333 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE SAN. FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94102
PHONE 861-1930 LOAN INFORMATION 861-4507 MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

J
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arts & entertainment
Contemporary Literature
and Experience

SEI-1707

"Contemporary Literature and

Herb's

Experience", which will be offered
by

Millberry

Union Evening

Courses from Apr. 15 to June 3
offers an opportunity for an exploration of how contemporary experience is reflected in literature.
The work of such writers as Conrad, James, Hesse, Golding and
others will be discussed. In addition there will be a reading and
dicusssion of more recent writers
and poets. Students will be encouraged, as far as possible, to discover and develop their particular
interests in the work of individual
writers. Stories and poems will
be looked at from the standpoint
of both the perceptive reader and
writer. Related critical and biographical material will be made
available.
This course is designed to encompass and express the growing
interest in contemporary literature, not only as a source of
enjoyment and pleasure, but for the
light it has to shed on the perplexing problems of our time.
The instructor for the course
versities has performed abroad. will be Mr. Laurence Fixel, well
The choral program will con- known San Francisco poet.
sist of a number of choral pieces
by contemporary Australian composers, including works by Margaret Sutherland, Helen Gifford,
George Dreyfus, and Peter Scul-

Australian Universities Festival Choir to Sing
The Australian Universities
Festival Choir ofMelbourne, composed of forty graduates and undergraduates of Melbourne's three
universities, conducted by Mr. Val
J Pyers, will present a choral
concert on Wednesday, April 2,
at 12 noon in the Main Lounge of

Millberry Union.

The choir has flown to the United
States to take part in the University Choral Festival at theLincoln
Center for the Performing Arts,
New York City, held earlier this
month. It will be the first time a
choir representing Australian Uni- thorpe.

Jose Ferrer, Van Johnson,
and Fred MacMurray. An Academy Award winner based on the
best seller by Herman Wouk of
an embattled minesweeper and
its nervertaunt officer and crew
personnel of World War II in
the Pacific.
April 11: "Becket" (Color) is the
clash of two strong men representing church and state in 12th
century England where history
unfolds in brilliant pictures
filled with visual magnificence,
excitement and superb settings.
Peter O'Toole is King Henry;
Richard Burton is Becket.
April 18: "The Magician" is a
tale of mid-19th century Sweden
starring Max yon Sydow. Berg-

FAIR
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Hardbacks Paperbacks
Books for Children
Distinctive Greeting Cards

"BECKET"

2130 Irving Street
MO 1-3137

gart,

"SECONDS"

Master Charge

Bankamericard

2219 IRVING STREET

are you getting the most
from your present
|
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expense and
FEEL THE DIFFERENCE!
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FRIDAY NIGHT FILMS
April 4: "The Came Mutiny"
(Color) starring Humphrey Bo-

Apparel for Men
and Boys \
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Think it over, over coffee.
TheThink Drink. *|^
I

j

I

J

NAME

%ur last check
from home
just bounced?

man unfolds another of his cmema parables, this time in the 2
form of a fascinating story of {
ghosts and the supernatural
clothed in a clash between ignorance and intelligence. His X
picture's plot resembles a chess z
problem: seemingly impossible
and then in an instant becoming
crystal clear.
April 25: "Seconds" is a mon-X
strous portrait of unsatisfied
longings and science's cold manhis
ipulation of modern man
body and his psyche. A black X
comedy starring Rock Hudson #
which tells about a secret mcdical organization that helps ex- 2
tremely wealthy, dissatisfied §
executives acquire a new way of
life, for a large fee, of course.'

LABORATORIES,
fiIM520
I-CON
Bonner Road

For your Own Think Drink Mur, send 75C and your rtamp and address lo:
Think Drink Mu*. Dent. N, P.O. Bok sbO, New York, N.Y. 10046. The Internal.onal Co«i**- Organ.MtiM.
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UNFINISHED FURNITURE

Large, complete stock

•

Low Prices

•

RECORD REVIEWS

Free Delivery

BY HUGH RIBEIRO

ALL MAJOR MANUFACTURERS INCLUDING WOODLAND
FINISHING SUPPLIES • MASTER CHARGE

-

1500 Irving SF
Phone 661 0688

r
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Al

The Power of Brass

Caiola

United Artists UAS-6666
This disc will appeal to Al Caiola enthusiasts. However, the recording, while illustrating his ability
to play with yet another team, is rather swamped with the almost overpowering brass between the
interludes of the classic Caiola guitar. Furthermore, Caiola's arrangements of these pop tunes such as
"A Man Without Love," "Mission Impossible Theme" and "The Look of Love" depict the true
professionalism of this fine performer.

Performance: B+

1931 Ocean-SF

Phone 334-0410

1

*
'Original Broadway Cast Recording
"Hair"
RCA Victor LSo-1150
Performance: A
This original Broadway cast recording of the American tribal love rock musicalwill produce disgust
in some and amusement to many. Undoubtedly, this is an exceptionally different musical which touches
such explosive themes as drug abuse, perverted love, air pollution, love-in's, anti-war, and the plight
of the black man in modern America. One also finds in this remarkable album originality, humor,
and even tenderness. There are three songs In this musical score which I feel are brilliant in both
melody and meaning, namely "Aquarius, Where do I go?" and "Easy to Be Hard." Some of the other
numbers which exemplify the harsh yet subtle fun-poking themes would include "Hashish," "Sodomy"
Coloured Spade" "Don't Put It Down" and "Be-In." This musical is an adventure in itself.

FOLK SINGING • ,BEER • WINE • CHEESES

W

Christopher Parkening

In The Classic Style

MEET YOU AT
The

GOLDEN GROMMET

San Francisco

~W~

A LARGE SELECTION
OF RAIN COATS
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(SOME IMPORTED)
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Mahler: Symphony No. 1, In D Major
Newhaven Symphony Orchestra, Frank
Brieff, Conductor Odyssey 32160286
Performance: A
This recording is the first complete recording of the Mahler's First Symphony. The extremely beautiful
and nostalgic "Blumine" movement comes between the first movement "Langsam" and the second
movement which is known as "Kraftig Bewegt," thus resulting in the original five-movement work
planned for Mahler in 1899. Mr. Brieff and the New Haven Symphony should be commended for this
brilliant and wonderfully spirited performance of this symphony which is the only complete recording
available.
Edith Piaf
The Edith Piaf Deluxe Set
Capitol: DTCL 2953
Performance: A
The "Sparrow" lives again in this remarkable collection of more than thirty of her immortal classics.
I am constantly amazed at the brilliance, versatility and exceptional interpretations expressed by the
late beloved Edith Piaf. Some of my favorites which appear in this album include "Les Trois Cloches,"
"La Vie en Rose," "Boulevard Dv Crime," "Je Suis a Toi," and "Mon Dieu." This is indeed a
collector's dream.

834 IRVING near 10th Aye.

N0W....

-

Angel 536019
Christopher Parkening, a native Californian, is a phenomenon. At age twenty he stands side by side
with the virtuoso's of the guitar. His versatility on tjijis disc is both excellent and extraordinary,and
ranges from the extremely lyrical as demonstrated in Bach: Fugue, to the clockwork precision required for Tansman's "Scherzino." The entire performance reveals the remarkable commandthis
brilliant young artist has of theinstrumentsounds. In all aspects, this is a magnificent recording which
I highly recommend.

Performance: A+

\

Bach: Suites for Orchestra; No. 1 (1066), No. 2 (1067), No. 3 (1068), and No. 4 (1069).
Concentus Musicus (Vienna) Nikolaus Harnoncourt, Conductor
Telefunken SAWT 9509/10
Performance: A+This excellent recording is played on instruments that are authentic seventeenth or eighteenth century
examples and produce sounds that are indeed warm and beautiful. Suites No. 3 and No. 4 which are my
favorites, instill an overwhelming excitement to the listener. These recordings of Bach's suites for
orchestra surpass all those previously recorded, and I predict that many years will pass before another
magnificent recording of these Suites comes along. A must for all Classical Collectors.
The living Tradition
Music from the Far North
Performance: A
Argo ZR6-533
What Is the traditional music of Sweden, Finland, and Lapland? This recording captures the soul and
sounds of these people. The offerings on this album depict admirable such emotions as gaiety, pathos,
sorrow. The subtle moods are conveyed to the listener, regardless of the language barrier.
Schubert

Symphony No. 1 In D Major
Symphony N. 3 in D Major

The Menuhin Orchestra, Yehudl Menuhin, Conductor.
Performance: A
Angel S-36551
Menuhin has succeeded admirably In his Interpretations of Shubert's Symphony No. 1 and No. 3. Both
of these symphonies contain abundant evidence of Shubert's veneration for Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. However, In both of these early symphonies which date back to 1815 there are passages which
show a distinction and original feeling for instrumental color and a harmonic adventurousness which
is characteristic of the mature Shubert.
Ralph Vaughn Williams
"-

Symphony No. 4 In F Minor (1935) and Norfold
Rhapsody No. 1 (1906)
New Phllharmonla Orchestra, Sir Adrian Boult, Conductor.

Performance:

A-

As an Interpreter of Ralph Vaughn Williams, Sir Adrian Boult is an authority. This recording of
Williams' symphony and rhapsody by the new Phllharmonla Orchestra under Sir Adrian's Incomparable
Interpretation is one of the finest recordings of these works to date. Both orchestration and interpretation are flawless. This Is Indeed a work of musical mastery.
Gllnka

m IRVING ST.
(PEN

thurs. & fri.

evening until 7:00

Music of Glinka

The U.S.S.R. Symphony Orchestra
Yevgeny Svetlanov, Conductor
Performance: A
Melodlya/Angel SR-40081
In the National School of Russian Music, the ancestral place of honor belongs to Mikhail Ivanovich
Glinka. This recording Is a tribute to this very profound composer whose scores still amaze in the
boldness and freshness of their orchestrations. Two of my favorites, Jota Aragonesa and ValseFantaisie are performed on the recording with extreme beauty and flawless orchestration, demonstrating the creative improvisation of Glinka's orchestral works.

March 31,1969
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MILLBERRY UNION EVENING COURSES
-

SPRING QUARTER 1969

WOODEN

day 7:30
4. Figure Drawing: (Beginning/
9:30 pm. No fee.
Advanced) Instructor: Louise Note-1-Registration for courses *fj|,
Smith, M.A. Wed. 7:30 10:30 begins April 1 at the Program
pm.
Department Office, 9 am 5 pm.
5. Jewellry Making (Beginning)
and M.U. Central Desk, 5-10 pm.

Contemporary Literature and
Experience: an exploration of
writings of James,Hesse, Goldlng andothers.Tues. 7:30-10:00
pm. Instructor: Lawrence Flxel

Lost-wax casting process. Enrollees must have blow torch
writer.
and polishing arm. Instructor:
Afro-American Studies: exFred Cahen, Thurs. 7:30-10:30
ploration of Black history &
pm.
culture Instructors: Frank Satterwhlte, M.A. & Florence 6. Guitar: Instructor: Tom Gillespie Tues. 7:00-8:30 pm. BeStroud, M.P.H. Medical Sciginning Tues. 8:30-10:00 pm.
ences Auditorium, Mon. 7:30Intermediate.
-10:30 pm. Co-sponsored byA.S.
Millberry Singers: Director:
7.
fee.
No
U.C.
Margot Harrison, M.A. Mon.
Sculpture In Clay: (Beginning/
5:30 7:30 pm. No fee
Instructor:
Steven
Advanced)
Waldeck, M.A. Tues. 7:30-10:30 8. Folk Dancing: all levels
Leader: Judy Ofsowitz. Fripm

-

Classes begin April 14, for eight
weeks. Enrollment fees are $12.00
per course for students, spouses
and other Millberry Union members; $15.00f0r non-members, and
$18.00 for guests.

All lixos and colon

You've tried them all,

now try

...

Note-2-"Afro-American Studies"

begins April 7 and continues to

June 9.
Note-3-No registration needed for
no-fee courses.
Dr. C. S. Wallia
Program Director,
Ph. 666-2671

• PIZZERIA AND RESTAURANT
,

-

700 IRVING STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.

MONTROSE 1-2140

CITY WIDE DELIVERY

iirir^iiiii^i^ifiiii^iiiiiiiiip^i^

JAPAN IN SAN FRANCISCO
by

GUI'S HEALTH FOODS
275 W^*o
"- Sroeertewa
Worn in Swodon for 3

m.

D. G. Warnock

A visit "to Japan is as close
as San Francisco with the opening

of the new $4 million dollar Kabuki Theatre/Restaurant which is
presenting headline talent dlrectfrom-Japan in a uniquely Japanese
program of entertainment.
Kunlzo Matsuo, Japan's foremost impresario, is bringing the
internationally famous Nippon
Kageki-Dan Revue to the U.S. for
the first time and presenting a
world-premiere of "Madam
Butterfly" in Kabuki style, featuring a company of authentic
Japanese Kabuki actors.
The $4 million 900 seat Kabuki
Theatre/Restaur ant, the first
Permanent home to be established
for Japanese entertainment outside
Japan, is the last major public
facility to open in theSanFrancisco
Redevelopment Agency's new 5-

627 IRVING ST.
at 7th Aye.
acre Japanese Cultural and Trade ethnic urban renewal project
Center, comprised of the Miyako makes it easy for U. S. tourists
Hotel, Japanese shops and restau- to visit Japan without leaving the
rants. With the opening of the
(to p. 13)
theatre, San Francisco's unique

PHONE 731-8270

UCMC GOINGS-ON
LECTURE SERIES
(Wednesday Noon)
April 9:
(MU lounge)

"THE BIAFRAN CRISIS" a panel
discussion with Dr. OkoroOjiaku,
Mr. Tom Chineme and Mr.
Edward Keating. Moderator Dr.

C^JSjtfalllir^.

"WHY ART?" by Miss MaryHolmes, Professor of Art, UCSC.

April 16:
(Aud.)

April 21:

Recent Developments in
Science and Public Policy" Dr.
Chauncey Leake, UCMC
"Some

(Aud.)
April 30:
(MU lounge)

CULTURAL ARTS

Wed. April 2:
(MU lounge)

Australian Universities Festival
Choir: conductor Val J. Pyers

Thurs. April 3:

THE UCR MADRIGAL SINGERS
and CONSORT OF EARLY INSTRUMENTS. Music of the 15th
& 16th centuries.

(Aud.)

Thurs. April 10: DOC WATSON: folk songs from
(Aud.)
America's grass roots.

istry, UCB

Thurs. April
(Aud.)

April 18-Frlday: "The Poetry of Yvor Winters"
a talk by Peter Dahl, Stanford
(MU lounge)
University
Fri. April 25:
(MU gym)
MONDAY NOON FILMS
April

7: Harold Clurman's "Ideas on theTheater"
Monday,
From University-at-Large, N.Y.
April 14:

April 11:

"Prague: The Summer

From Kinetic Art,

of Tanks"

N.Y.

Monday,
April 14: "Ladies & Gentlemen" from Canadian April 14:
Film Board showing the diverse talents

of the Canadian poet, Leonard Cohen.

Reserve

(Noon Programs)

Fri. April 11:
"Chemical Warfare" Dr. John (Aud.)
Nellands, Professor of BiochemSPECIAL LECTURES

TO

Canadian Film Board presenting a satire
on helath gyms, and other physical fitness compulsions of modern man.

SCIENCE & PUBLIC POLICY:
April 23:

Jet Charter Flights

"I Was A 90 Pound Weakling" from

'

i.

2.

4.

J

MILLS COLLEGE MODERN
DANCE GROUP PERFORMANCE

Reception for S.F. Women Artists' Photo Show. 4-6 pm. Millberry Union Lounge. Open to the
public.

5.

S.F./London/S.F.

S.F./London/S.F.

-

Leave Sept 11

I0 #

$077

Z/ /

Round trip

S.F./London/S.F.

San Francisco

$IAO

One Way

Lv June 26, Ret. July 31

Beethoven Sonata & Kodaly Sonata

Photographs.

-

Lv. June 17, Ret. Sept. 10

CELLO-PIANO DUE,,
Marilyn Thompson and Neal La-

SPECIAL EVENTS
San Francisco Women Artists'
Second Annual Exhibition of

Non Stop DC 8 Jets-Meals
Great in Flight Service
San Francisco London
Lv. June 15, Ret. Sept. 11

3.

STRING QUARTET
(from S.F. State College) Prokofieff Quartet in D Major, Opus 50

monaco.

—Space

Leave June 30

MORRISON

17: STANFORD

EUROPE
Now
is Limited

$977
LI

Round Trip

I

$077

All

Round Trip

London

$10C
IX J

One Way

These flights are open to student, faculty, staff employees and their immediate family. All
passengers must pay $10. registration feewith theirair fare.

PHONE (415)392-8513
Mail Today for FREE Flight Information

'

CHARTER FLIGHTS

_,

__———_

995 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94103
Please mail me information on flights
Name

Street
City, State & Zip

Phone

,

;—;
Apt. #

—_——
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MED. STUDENT NOTES
WILL YOU BE FREE ON THE EVENING OF MAY 24TH?
If so, auditions will soon be held for the annual epic, the Senior
Play. We are seeking some 500 people to play audience! Due to the
high degree of selectivity for this role, positions will be offered for
the rock bottom fee of $2.50. Talent scouts will soon be circulating
throughout the medical center.
-Dick Terry

Pictured above are a few par-

ticipants in the recent community
Health Symposium during as Intense discussion of the merits of
California wine! The symposium,
held on February 21 and 22, was
attended by more than 200 people.
Sponsored jointly by SAMA.ASSM,
and ASUCMC, the program
was open to all health professionals in six western states and Brit-

SHO,

UCR Madrigal
Singers
UCR Madrigal Singers, conducted by William Reynolds, and
Consort of Early Instruments,
directed by Frederick Gable, will
perform music of the 15th, 16th
and 17th centuries including the
Monteverdi 4 Part Mass (Op.
Posth.) in the Medical Science Auditorium, Thurs. April 3, 12 noon.
The Madrigal Singers represent
the selections of singers from the
choir who have been especially
chosen for their musicianship,
their vocal ability, and their interest in performing music of the
renaissance and baroque periods.
They are the principal touring
musical group for their campus.
The group has been in existence
since its organization in 1954 by
William Reynolds. Prior tocoming
to UCR, Mr. Reynolds was instructor of Music at Vassar College and
conductor of the Vassar Madrigal
Singers. Performers in the Consort of Karly Instruments are
members of the UCR Collegium
Musicum who have been selected
to perform with the Madrigal
Singers in this particular tour.
Their special interest is using the
old Instruments In performances
of music where such instruments
are appropriate. The program will
be co-sponsored by the Committee
on Arts and Lectures and the UC

Intercampus

Committee.

ALL MEDICAL STUDENTS WILL BE DRAFTED ON MAY 9THI
for the Blue and Gold Ball, to be held on San Francisco Bay aboard
the HMS Harbor Prince. Pre-induction cocktail party begins at 7:30
PM with cast-off at 9:30 PM. Music and Dramamine wiU be provided
for the three hour cruise.
Tickets, priced at $6 per couple, will go on sale early in April.
There is space available for only 350 "volunteers", so cash In your
savings bonds early.
ANNOUNCEMENT: SENIOR CLASS of 1969
The Alumni-Faculty Association needs a picture of the entire Class
of 1969 to use in the spring issue of its Bulletin. The picture will be
kept on file, and you may not believe it now, but in twenty-five years
when you are the Host Class, it will be important to you.
The picture is scheduled for April 2. Please be in the gymnasium
ish Columbia.The keynote address of Millberry Union at 12:30. White coats are preferred.
was deliveredby Dr. Edward Cross
CLASS OF 1944 to Celebrate their 25th Anniversary
from HEW in Washington. Other
speakers included many prominent
Homecoming in the School of Medicine on May 23 will mark the 25th
figures in ghetto, rural, and midAnniversary of the Class of 1944 graduation. Dr. Donald Barbour,
dle class health. Representatives president of that Class, and his colleague Dr. Arthur Civello, are in the
from the government, private, aca- process of making
extensive plans to welcome the Seniors of '69
demic, and health consumer sec- into theranks of the Medical Profession.
tors helped produce an interesting,
The opening event to Alumni-Faculty Day will be a luncheon at
valuable program.
Millberry Union. Immediately thereafter Symposia and Round Table
Discussions led by the Chairmen of Departments willbring the Alumni
up to date with "What's New in the Field of Medicine." Such topics as:
"Focus on the Fetus" by Dr. Ernest Page, "The PHI" by Dr. Edmund
Overstreet, "Renal Failure and its Management" by Dr.M. M. Grumbach, "Urveitis External Diseases" by Dr. Samuel Klmura and
During the March 4 House Meet- "Changes in Medical Education" have been offered by the faculty.
ing the brothers of Psi Omega
elected new officers for the coming year. The new Grand Master Dave Bomar will assume the position of Psi O. Editor. Mike Savage
is Dick Sasaki. Assisting him will
is
the House Historian for the
be Dennis Houston who Is the new
coming
year.
and
Master
Social
Junior Grand
Chairman. Henry Kitajima will
serve as Secretary and Chaplain, This coming year we will have
and Chuck Arena will handle the two House Managers: John Berk
408 IRVING STREET
and Kirn Wallace. Psi O. upcoming
treasurer's job.
Activities will include a canoe trip
New Chief Inquisitors are Steve on the Russian River, a picnic exHOURS 7:30 TO 6..00
Berger and Ron Northrup, and Bill cursion to Angell Island, a wine
SA TURDA V 8:00 TO 3:00
Lundell is the Chief Interrogator. tasting trip, and the Senior Ban-

Psi O. Notes

@Ua*en*

Shubertian Singers
to Perform
The Scubertian Singers, students from UC Santa Barbara, will
give a musical concert in the Medical Sciences Auditorium, April

24.

.

For five years, twelve members
from the Varsity Glee Club have
been selected to give performances in the manner of 19thcentury
Vienna house concerts. Currently,
they have mixed theirprogram with
selections from Purcell, Shuman
and others, along with six pieces
from Frans Shubert.
The UC Santa Barbara Schuberttan Singers are directed by

Carl Zytowski. Medical Sciences
Cultural Exchange Auditorium is the place, 12 noon,
the time.

FIFTH AVENUE

FOOD MART
LO 6-7442
400 IRVING ST.
Quick Service for Busy People

quet to honor our soon-to graduate
seniors. Exact dates will appear
in future Issues of the SYNAPSE.

looking

atan
insurance man
you can say
no to.

.

Donovan L Jenkins, C.I.U.

One reason for our reputation
for Integrity has been an
emphasis orr professionalism.
Consequently, we have always
attracted men of quality
men
who understand that there are
times when no is the only
valid answer.
And men whose business it is
to have your interests at heart.
Does that sound like just another
advertising phrase? Well, look
at it this way. Ask any top
professional if there's a healthier
way to build a following.

'

So call him. You'll be impressed
by the number—and the kind—
of goals he can help you
accomplish with life insurance.

...

you can
Andremember
always say no to him.

DAVENPORT

ASSOCIATES
Provident 'Mutual Life Insurance Co. of

681-5926
i

i
2118 MILVIA ST., BERKELEY
843-3583
;

PERSONALLY TAILORED
INSURANCE
ALL FORMS TO MEET THE NEEDS
OF THE U.C. MEDICAL CENTER PERSONNEL
FACULTY-STUDENT BODY-EMPLOYEES
EVENING AND WEEKEND APPOINTMENTS ARE
AVAILABLE AT OUR CONVENIENTLY LOCATED OFFICE
24 Hour Phone Service Telephone Inquiries Invited

JOHN J. NATHAN & SON
GENERAL INSURANCE - INCLUDING LIFE
2151 IRVING STREET at 23rd

Aye.

PHONE 661-7000
«»^»^________—aaataa———-bbcm———————— MMm———_—
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ETHICAL ISSUES IN
FUTURE MEDICINE
E. Fuller Torrey is editor of
ETHICAL ISSUES IN MEDICINE:
THE ROLE OF THE PHYSICIAN
IN TODAY'S SOCIETY, Little,
Brown & Co. (August, 1968).
He received his medical degree
at McGlll University and was for
two years the Peace Corps' Public Health director in Ethiopia.
He has taught at Albert Einstein
School of Medicineand is presently
a resident in psychiatry at Stanford Medical School.
by

.

E. Fuller

Torrey

M.D.

THE MAD DOCTOR

.Machines are even making
inroads into psychiatry and the
human mind. A psychiatrist at
Stanford, Kenneth Colby, Is trying
to program a computer to dotherapy; he calls it "the mad doctor".
Conditioning by an electric shock
was recently done in England to
cure an unfaithful husband of his
illicit desires. And two psychiatrists in New York demonstrated
that previously hypnotized subjects
could be re-hypnotized via television.
SIGNALS
Finally, the possible uses of
machines to control the mind are
well illustrated by the work of
Dr. Delgado at Yale. He has implanted electrodes In the brains of
monkeys, and caused them toreject
their offspring when stimulated by
a remote control radio signal. He
also implanted electrodes Into the
brains of bulls and was able to
stop their charge toward a matador In mid-flight by activating the
signal.

The list of technological developments in medicine stretches on,
but the point has been made.Heart
transplants and the synthesis of
active viral DNA are not the only
developments

bringing profound

ethical and social problems. Nor
are they even the most awesome.
INVASION OF PRIVACY
Let it not be thought that It is
only the medical machines that are
running away from their creators.
Disturbing effects of the technological revolution may be felt in
all fields. OH tankers with unlimited capacities are built without
considering the consequences of a
wreck. Detergents foam on our
streams and lakes. Automobiles
outrace safety standards. Urban
noises challenge our eardrums.
Hidden eyes and ears Invade our
privacy.

Before answers can be found it
Is necessary to understand two
characteristics of the technological revolution that it is mindless and that It is neutral. It is
mindless because pure science Is
simply a desire to know, to uncover the facts, to unlock the
secrets. A mind must be superImposed onto it If it Is to have
any limitations. The technological
developments described above are
inevitable unless man actively decides to stop their development.
Scientists will continue learning
how to unwind the Intricacies of
DNA; transplant organs, and implant electrodes In the brain as

-

the leadership In promoting dis- had to rely on digitalis leaves and
cussion of these problems then its a steady look In the eye, he now
prerogative will be usurped by | Implants an electronic pacemaker
(CONT. FROM LAST ISSUE)
others such as the legal professlon. for the former and shines a laser
But since law is a reflection of veam In the latter. Doctors now
customs of the community, then It have power to do things, and this
long as there are areas of unknown lems encountered in medicine were is less appropriate for law to as- power is growing every day. It
and unless they are specifically answered theologically. Religion sume leadership on these issues, i Is a frightening power. Whethlpr
and medicine have now parted, Law enters to codify after the
he wants it or not doctors are
told not to.
though they remain frlnds. This cussion has taken place.
going to have to accept
GOOD AND EVIL
ing responsibility for how this
because
a
MENTALITY
changes
accompanied
by
neutral
the
has
been
deIt Is
GUN-RUNNER
wrought by the technological revol- cline in religious influence In genPhysicians generally fear play- power is used.
ution in themselves are neither eral and by technologyreaching out ing god. What should be feared If these problems are going to
good nor bad. They acquire a value to capture ever more of God's equally as much is a failure to be discussed they will require
only by the way In which they power, Including the power over play even man. Frequently In die forums. What forums are apare used. Science can tell us what life and death. The net result of past, madlclne has been accused propriate? What forums are alwe CAN dobutnotwhatweSHOULD all this is to leave man free but of adopting an ostrich-like posture ready being used? What forums
do. It can tell us HOW to dosome- free-floating, with the barriers on social Issues, an accusation should be developed?
LISTINGS
thing but not IF we should do it. that religion had erected beyond not without foundation. What medPopular
periodicals are one
is
technology
pass
definitely
evil
could
not
does
not
need
the
good
for
and
which
icine
The potentials
of many of the developments de- but also without any limit to the gun-runner mentality of simply forum that are already In use.
scribed above stagger the imagin- horizon, one Catholic scholar supplying services to those who A look at them reflects the rapIdly increasing public interest in
ation, and recall the harnessing of sums It up accordingly: "The sci- ! request it.
and awareness of some of the
may
be
as
much
POWER
entific humanist
FRIGHTENING
atomic power.
repelled by the prospect of the
A doctor can no longer afford issues. For Instance In the READMINDLESS TECHNOLOGY
replacement of the family by the the luxury of sitting on the side- ERS' GUIDE TO PERIODICAL
Because therevolution challengstud farms of artificial insemin- lines and watching. He now has LITERATURE between 1951 and
and
mankindis
minding medicine
real power. Increasing 1953 there were only 18 articles
less and because it is neutral, ation as the Christian, but unlike power
fifty years ago he
latter
final
imposed
arguit
the
he
has
no
Whereas
power.
(to p. 14)
then mind must be
on
to control it and determineits val- ment against it. if the power is
ues. The present failure to do this there why should it not be used?"
has created a wide gap between
DEHUMANIZATION
A thljid Impediment to clear
man's technological and his hu1
manistic imagination. Mindless thinking toward answers to these
WEDDINGS-IDENTIFICATIONS-PORTRAITS I
technology threatens to become a problems Is the increasing deFrankenstein, destroying its humanizatlon of our society. It Is
d_^2_S^S
637 IRVING
731-4428
creator. The visions of the future ! not possible to accurately identify
would become specters. It Is a i and solve the problems discussed
above unless man is Identified as
warning being sounded Increasingly often by thoughtful men, the man. This Is a well-worn theme
warning asked editorially by THE and will not be replayed here exNEW YORK TIMES on the morn- cept to note it. Eric Fromm has
ing after Hiroshima had been summarized it as an era" In which
bombed: "Can mankind grow up men build machines which act like
quickly enough to win the race men and develop men to act like
an era of dehumanbetween civilization and dis- machines
ization and alienation in which men
aster?"
So far the revolution has been, are transformedinto things andbeALTO
In the words of Michael Harring- come appendices to the process of
ton, accidental. It has evolved production and consumption."
SEI-7424
PUBLIC POLICY
episodically and randomly, folInspite
Impediments
whims
of
these
to
the
of
chance
rather
lowing
than the dictates of reason. The bringing technology under control,
technological revolution has solved ways must be found to do it. Who
many problems, but left untended is to provide the answers? What
it has created many others. What role should the doctor play? Reremains to be done is to climb garding the first, public policy
astride the machine and begin to should determine the ultimateanstruly direct its course. Only then wers. The social andphilosophical
wiU science and technology be- problems of medicine do not become a tool of man rather than long to doctors alone, nor to
enslaving him.
theologians, nor to lawyers, nor to
any other single group. They are
603lrving
BATTLE WITH A GOD
SE 1-6433
When one sets out to find aven- problems that belong to everybody.
■WW -i"
i
"
ues to explore to bring the ma- Abortion is not exclusively aprob■>---mm---_-_________-______«________-_MM.-_._—.
they
lem
wield
many
impedicontrol,
of
doctors
because
chine under
ments are encountered. One of the curette any more thanchemical
the biggest of these is the deif- warfare Is exclusively a problem
ication of the scientist and his of pilots because they push the
tools by the public at large. Cer- release lever.
But In order for public opinion
tainly this is true In medicine.
BUY DRIVE THE BEST $$ VALUE FOR 1969 DELIVERY
The medical scientist and his test to be operative and effective it
ANY PLACE- SAVE HUNDREDS!
tubes are accorded almost supermust be informed. This is where
natural power by most people. As the Doctor's role begins. The med2 DR. SEDAN
4 DR. WAGON
long as this deification continues ical profession shouldplay a major
4
DR.
SEDAN
SPT. COUPE
it will be difficult to objectively role In outlining the facts, clarifyand
evaluate and control the develop- ing the alternatives,
estabments of technology man is re- lishing the limits within medical
luctant to do battle with a god. possibilities. Only with this perspective can intelligent discussion
THE POWER OF RELIGION
LOCAL DELIVERY
NEW* USED
Another impediment to solving take place, and only thus will soPARTS-SERVICE
|1
BODY SHOP
problems wrought by technology Is ciety know what it Is choosing.
LAW?
the decline of religious Influence.
Urg.it Factory Daabr in U.S.A.
But doctors have an obligation
Whether you consider this an actual
Impediment or the removal ofan to society beyond simply outlining
impediment depends upon your the facts on these complex ethical
frame of reference; all I mean and social questions. Their ob280 So. Van N«i San Franciaco
here Is that the quick, easy ans- ligation extends to providing lead626-2171
I
wers formerly supplied by a theo- ership. The Issues should beraised
NOW LEASING ALL MODELS
I
logical framework are no longer by the medical profession itself;
readily available. In the past It should not be In the position
religion and medicine were of waiting until others raise them.
wedded, and philosophical prob- If the profession fails to accept

dis-1
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The Brownsville Affair
Wm. F. Buckley, Jr. is a
well-known writer, debater,
conservative and Editor of
National Review magazine.
The following is being reprinted because, in my
opinion, it offers some lucid
insights into a complex dilemma that is wellknown to all
of us. Reprinted by permission of National Review, Inc.,
150 East 35th Street, New
York, N.Y.
-Ed.
Wm. F. Buckley, Jr.
The other day I showed a member of the admissions committee
of a famous Eastern college an

article published by the indignant
editors of Choate Preparatory
School, which is where JFK went
to school need we say more. The
piece was called "How Can One
Tell?" and it gave the academic
and extra-curricular profiles of a
dozen students together with the
colleges for which they had applied, and the colleges' response.
The point of the expose was to
demonstrate that, in fact, you Cannot Tell. That is to say, that it
does not follow from superior
grades and superior achievement
in extra-curricular activities that
you will make it into the college
of your choice.
The perfect score In verbal
aptitude in the college tests is
800, and I spotted one gentleman
in the Choate demonstration who
had scored a subnormal 475 and
was way down In his class, but
had nevertheless been admitted to

——

Harvard University.Now lasked
just how
the Dean's assistant
do you account for that? Oh, he
replied, almost certainly a Negro.
I raise the point because we have
in the past period come slowly
to realizing that the old antidiscrimination doctrines are Insufficient. It is not a discovery
to say that must in fact encourage
a pro-Negro discrimination Mr.
Garry Wills was making that argument as long ago as 1965 in the

—

pages of NATIONAL REVIEW; and
quite recently

DanielPatrick Moy-

nihan made the argument in the
Atlantic Monthly. The point needs
to be carefully made and understood primarily for the reason that
those who tend to make it, tend
to be immune from the practical
consequences of it.
Garry Wills is a doctored classicist in a major university and a
journalist whose talents are rated
very high in the free marketplace
he is not going to edged out
of anything. Patrick Moynihan, the
indomitable Democrat, has just
now been hired by Richard Nixon
away from MIT, and that shows
how desirable his talents are. The
demand for my own services is
not on the one hand exactly in-

—

flexible, on the other hand I am
not likely to be summarily replaced by an editor or columnist
merely because he Is a Negro. What.
one needs to consider is the individual who stands to suffer. Not
only the student at Choate with
much the higher verbal score, and
much higher standing in his class,
who after all stands to suffer a
fate noworse than a college slightly
less distinguished than the one he
sought access to: but the butcher
and the candlestick maker for
whom, under tight competitive situations, It means that if they yield
their places to a Negro, they lose
their jobs.
I suspect that this is behind
much of the bitterness In the New
York teachers strike. It is a strike
which may go down as the most
complicated In history, but certainly one of the causes of It
Is the feeling by white teachers
that Negro teachers are being advanced without regard to the common criteria for advancement.
"Discrimination against teachers by reason of a white skin Is
no more defensible than discrimination against blacks," writesthe
eminent Mr. Eugene Lyons adding:
"What's wrong with a teachers'
concern for his 'Job security'?
Particularly In the light of massive
violations of teachers'tenurewithout pretense of due process?"
Mr. Lyons has Isolated perhaps
the crucial point, which sheds
light not only on the school strike
in New York but on the future of
the black power movement In
America. It is this: thowhito community must protect those of its
members who are dispossessed by
black competitors favored precisely because of their race. It
may not be an obligation of Harvard or Yale or Columbia to place
qualified white applicants who are
turned aside in order to favor
black applicants
there are opportunities aplenty for these rejects. But in such cases as New
York's, it surely was somebody's
responsibility to find jobs for the
87 white teachers summarily dismissed at Ocean Hill-Brownsville
by the Negro superintendents without just cause. It Is one thing to
Justify the assumption of power by
Negro managers, another to be Indifferent to the plight of the victims of their arbitrary decisions.
It is one thing (and in my judgment, subject to certain safeguards, the right thing) to turn
over to black administrators the
responsibilities of education In
black areas, another to neglect the
casualties of their etho-centrlc

The Medical Center Library Is
announcing several changes in circulation policy, including new
loan periods for books and journals and a new system of fining.
Beginning Monday, March 24, all
circulating journals may be borGranted that a city encouraging
of
the decentralization its schools owed for 5 days and all circulating
so as to secure black control of books for 14 days. Renewal priv-

edge the concomitant obligation to
protect the whites whose jobs are
taken. Are there then no limits
that should be Imposed on the new
black administrators?

it.

black schools should look after
teachers who are arbitrarily relieved of their teaching duties
To say as much Is to concede that
the new black superintendents will
dispose of the power to fire whom
they like. Should they have the
power to hire whom they like?The
struggle in New York focuses essentially on that question. It is
hard to give a persuasive answer,
hard to draw an exactly plausible
line. Herewith some thoughts on
the

—

—

CHANGES IN LIBRARY POLICY

matter.

Q.

Should Negro administrators

In an attempt to encourage the
return of library material so that
it will be available for other li-

brary users, the Library plans to
extend the fining system to Include

all of Its patrons. Heavier overdue
fines will be assessed against recently published material because
ileges will vary with different It Is In greatest demand.
types of material. The new loan
More information about these
periods will be more equitable for
library users, and simplified changes is available in the Licheck i n g-out procedures will brary.

WHITHER THE UNIVERSITY (CONT.)
are looking at the world. Men like
McLuhan and Teilhard dc Chardin
are raising new and important
questions which must be debated
and discussed within the university. If the questions that these

people raise are not resolved within the university by the process
of rational discussion, then they
will be resolved in the outside
world by processes less genteel.

—————

__________._______________________>_—_-_-

be permitted to hire teachers irrespective of state licensing requirements?
A. irrespective of some state
licensing requirements, yes. Such
requirements as specify, for in-

stance residence at teachers colleges should be waived. Others
that require some evidence ofproficiency In the subjects tobe taught,
obviously should not. However, the
superintendent and the boardof the
appropriate unitshouldbe given the
power to waive any requirement in

individual case.
Q. What If the administrators of
a black school hired a teacherwho
taught hatred for white people, or
for white officials, or policemen?
A. The teaching of race hatred
should not be permitted. A useful
definition of what ought not to bo
permitted is embodied in the UN's

THE SUNSET BARBER SHOP
Gloria has now openedher shop
at 2241 Judah (bet. 2 7th & 28th)
Haircutting and styling
Hours 9-6 Tuesday thru Saturday
Phone 681-1945

tl

it

la

JTi

/\f\

any
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Genocide Convention. A teacher
judged guilty of teaching such doc-

trines should be suspended for a
period of, say, three years.
Q. What about ideological Indoctrination? What if the teacher
preaches the thought of Mao Tsetung, or advances the principles of.
Karl Marx. Should that be tolerated.
A My Inclination would be to
say yes: tolerate It, say over a
period of two or three years. Such
toleration would be an act of faith |
in the strategic good sense of the
Negro community. During that trial
period, arrangements should be
made to protect the minority which'■
desires to go to a different school
because of the parents' opposition

to the indicated school. If after a
few years it becomes manifest

that the black community as a
whole does not bother to control
the schools, that In fact they are
conscript to an Ideological clique,
hiring policies.
The first duty of New York City, then the only answer Is to move
as of other cities, is to provide
(to p. 14)
for those who are dislocated. Assuming that we approve of discriminatory hiring in favor of
blacks (as I do); we mustacknowl-

STUDENTS

Phi Delts Announce Winners
Winner of the Phi Delta Chi Med. Center student. The tickets

speed service.

°"*

S VE2O%

|j

Pledge Class benefit drawing was were drawn at noon, February 12, ?
,Mr. William Bacon, a Mill Valley at 740 Parnassus by Adrienne
'pharmacist. He was awarded the Jang, freshman pharmacy student.
grand prize portable Sony TV by Proceeds go to a scholarship for
Stu Heard, pledge treasurer. Win- an incoming freshman pharmacy
ning the first prize transistor radio student as part of the Phi Delta
-Ray Smith
was Karl Laciere, brother of a Chi pledge project.

AUTO INSURANCE
Write or call
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1240 9TH AYE.
566-3130
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ART & CRAFTS HANDWORK ALL

HAVE YOU HAD "BUG-FEVER" YET?
YDU CAN GET IT NOW FOR
$199 DOWN
ON CREDIT APPROVAL

STAN CARLSEN, INC.
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VOLKSWAGEN-PORSCHE
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19thWE. AT ORTEGA

564-5900
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Poetry
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ALONE
Characterized by a heightened disassociationfromsurrounding stimuli
And a marked increase
In the ability of the individual to sense his separate being
And its Continuity
And Contradictory Unity
Within the associated reality.

THE MYTH

To an Increased speculative response
essence of consciousness
And its relationship
To sensations as well as the stimule which evoke them.

Its purpose swallowed into insecure reality
denounced by the inhabitants of its demise
fingers burnt by incompatibility
the myth is lost

As to the meaning and

-

-

available.
Contact Arnold Seid,
431-4994.

-Doug

JAPAN (CONT.)
country.

The worldpremiere of"Madame
Butterfly" introduces Shin or New
Casually related to
Kabuki theatre to the American
An Increased awareness of the self
stage. (Shin) New Kabuki finds its
With positional displacement of the mind
origin in a movement begun 15
m relation to body position in reality
years ago to up-date the tradiWhich tends to increase the sensation of separation
tional Kabuki form which dates
And heighten individual perception
back to the 16th Century (and conTo the translucent, Illusory, mind-dependent nature of reality. sidered a national treasure of Japan.) New Kabuki retains the repA-lone (uh-lolm) adj.
resentational theatre arts of the
1. single; solitary;
past, but introduces faster scene
By oneslef. 2. Only;
changes, action, timing, shorter
Nothing Else.
dialogues and adapts new stories
3. Unique; uneInto the historicmedium. Furthermore, it introduces an occasional
Qualed. A-lone adv.
Terry Connor lady guest into the cast ~ WHICH
HAS BEEN THE EXCLUSIVE DOlean toward the attitude discussed MAIN OF MEN SINCE 1629.
CONCERN (CONT.)
above i.e. getting the Fermi's
Fermi have known that his work of the world to inspect Pandora's
Kabuki Theatre/Restaurant will
would lead to an atomic bomb?" box without opening the lid, and offer a continuous entertainment
One cannot know the real potential thereby saving us the difficulties program of authentic Japanese enlof basic research without doing of making and enforcing choices tertainment daily r lunch to midnight, with late shows on weekends.
it no one knew whether the bomb insulated from industrial and rewould blow up until it was tried election pressures.
Reservations are available by
(and some thought the world would
Recognizing that the Pandora's writing: Kabuki Theatre/Restaugo up in a chain reaction). Once box of new knowledge must be rant, 1881 Post Street, San Franhaving done the research it then opened if only to support an ever cisco, Ca. 94115. Phone 922-6000.
is impossible to choose not to do expanding population, then we must
The opening festivities were
it. Furthermore, if Fermi had reconcile ourselves to the task
by technical difficulties
marred
a
hunch
and
refused
to
played
of harnessing the demons that which have hopefully been overdabble In radioactivity, and if emerge and preventing their harcome by now. Part of the problem
every other physicist had fol- nessing of us, as has happened
was caused by union regulations
lowed suit, we would now be facing in the arms race. Consider a
which required the use of Amerthe disappearance of the fossil specific example from todays basic
ican Stagehands and musicians.
fuel reserves In the next 40 years research Into voluntary control
stagehands seemed completely
with abject horror, because they of human brain waves. This has a The
would be the last abundant source potential of providing great bene- unfamiliar with their duties (there
was a twenty minute delay while
of energy. We wouldhaveto search fit to mankind
control over they tried to get the houselights
for something just like atomic emotion, depression or perhaps
energy, and when we found it, It teaching us to use our brains
result of basic research, no matcould be used to save our way in unheard of ways. Alternatively,
ter how potentially dangerous.
of life or blow us up. Basic re- if man has a pleasure centre
Kennedy describedthe attiRobert
search has this double edged 'system' In his brain (as the rat
tude of the Generals over the
and
we
cannot
choose
character,
appears to have), and if an in- Cuban crisis "Well, if we can't
to put down the blade.
dividual can be taught to control nuke them ..."
Just how deIf one sees the situation in the brain waves thru that system
an
accident
could be
vastating
these terms, then it suggests that (with an E.E.G. coupled to a combiological weapon was dewith
a
what we need is an unequivocal puter and an auditory cue) then
monstrated by the recent Hong
recipe for choosing what practical the biological source of motivaKong flu bug which attacked the
application will be made of the tion might become short circuited,
President and the astronauts going
next (or the present) double edged and a very happy, vegetable might
to the moon, all of whom had
swords that science hands us inthe be produced. Suppose that both supposedly
been vaccinated against
knowledge.
unused
form of raw,
these "good* and 'bad' hypotheses It.
This is into the political sphere. turn out to be practically attainIt may be that the population
In the present age of justified able, how will we decide to implehas already painted us
pressure
distrust of politics, it seems as ment one or the other or neither
into a corner and as we look
though it will be hard to manuof them? Will we leave it to for the, door in 1969, we may
facture a responsible political pro- Reagan's moral sensitivities as
find that It is over in the 1930*s
cess for deciding what sorts of we did in the abortion issue? and there Is no way out but to
benepractical application will be
Will we let the military decide wait for the paint to dry and the
ficial and may be used for In- on its own whether it is O.K. population
to reduce to the 1930
dustrial and governmental expoli- to produce human vegetables in
This Would be more
again.
level
tation, and what is likely to be 'extreme emergencies'?
keeping with the human proin
detrimental and should not be
It seems that our present poli- pensity for only seeing a tragedy
practiced on a large scale. The tical structures cannot stop oil in backward perspective and makdifficulties inherent In building wells from leaking and that it
ing sure that it doesn't happen
this "Supreme Court of practical would be impossible to prevent
again. I hope not but I think so.
applications' make most people the army from developing any

—

Applications for Chairmanships for 1969-1970
for M.U. Public Affairs
Committee, M.U. Program Council, and Editorships for SYNAPSE
and MEDI-CAL are now

the representation of an unborn truth
emanates its wave of clairvoyance
to flood the ear as I reach for the sound
of an unattainable conclusion

Leading

,

Opportunity
Knocking

bubbles of truth slip past
the facade of a myth
to fill the mind
of he who would listen

A positional detachment

Usually accompanied by inward confusion
Precipitated by or closely related to
The perceived separation of reality into discreet objects
And a contradictory feeling of continuity
And dependence of reality on thought.
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turned off), while the orchestra the entertainment.

I didn't mind going once but don't
sat through the wholeperformance
since the music was pre-recorded. plan onreturning. This is obviously
some sort of cultural gap, but if
The Kabuki Theater is a com- you go and are disappointed don't
pletely commercial, almost gaudy, be completely surprised.
venture with plastic decor andcon- "Madame Butterfly" done in Japstantly ringing cash registers. The anese (even Pinkerton and Sharp-

food and drinks are Western and
not inexpensive, there may be a
cover charge at night.
Aside from the technical problems, the entertainment was quite
polished but about as polished as
the Ed Sullivan show.The audience
was very polite and attentive, but
I think the promoters envision this
as a place where you often take
your friends and talk, eat and
drink with only passing interest on

less were

Japanese) can best be
described as droll. The seventyfive girl Nippon Kageki-Dan Revue is unbelievable so perhaps your
curiosity will prevail. They all
appear in the finale waving Japanese and American flags, like
something out of a 1930's movie.
"Three sparkling comic shorts"
have just been added to the program but I haven't seen these to
be able to comment.

specialists since 1934"
Morris Bros*
WINES •
LIQUORS * TOBACCOS
-liquor

605 IRVING STREET at 7th Aye

Sam Mortis
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Truly great value. Come see tor yourself.
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ETHICAL ISSUES (CONT.)
on birth control whereas between the initiative in discussing these
"Ethical Issue in
1963 and 1965 there were 120. issues. With technology moving
Future Medicine" is
Headings such as euthanasia, vas- 'as fast as it is, however, orectomy, and artificial insemina- ganized religion muTSt strive hardToward Century
tion were not even listed in the er if it hopes to keep abreast
21-Technology,
Sociearly period but are included in of developments. Galileo proposed
ety
and Human Valthe latter.
the Copernican Solar System in
"SCIENCE WRITERS"
1611, but it was not accepted by the ues, edited by C. S.
Doctors should not hesitate to Catholic Church until 1820. The
Wallia, New York,
contribute to this body of litera- challenge to religions to underture. The traditional hypersensi- stand and respond is obvious; fail- Basic Books,
Inc.,
tivity of the medical profession to ure to do this may well result in
1969.
publicity and advertising has let a further reduction of their sphere
to a vacuum of reliable informa- of influence In medicine.
CONTD NEXT MONTH
tion for popular consumption. The
vacuum gets filled by flashy
BROWNSVILLE (CONT.)
"science writers" whose facts massively
to recapture the gro community as are In the least
are less accurate than their prose
schools. But until It is so proven, way plausible. Negro control over
may be more palatable. The same
it would appear wise to make the the education of Negro children
may be said of books for popular experiment.
would appear to be one these
consumption.
defensible objectives.
Q. How can you talk about "makCertain non-medical institutions ing the experiment" when conceivQ. Do you then assume that
lend themselves well to being for- ably it is at the expense of ruin- only black teachers wouldbe hired?
ums for discussion of these ing
A. No. m Brownsville, for Inthe minds of young children?
questions. An example is the
A. In the first place, the minds, stance, the majority of the teachCenter for the Study of Demoers were white even under the
qua minds, are being ruined anycratic- Institutions, "a non-profit,
way, by inadequate education, m rump regime of Mr. McCoy. What
independent educational institution
BELL'S JEWELERS
the second place, It isn't only In seemed to make thedifference was
devoted to clarifying basic issues
that those particular teachers were
black schools at Brownsville
confronting a democratic society."
WATCH, CLOCK and JEWELRY REPAIR
Ocean Hill that you run the danger hired by the black administrators.
So far the Center has not dealt of ideological indoctrination. You It is the authority that they seem
DIAMONDS WATCHES JEWELRY • GIFTS
with any of the problems outlined
839 IRVINB BTREET
get "i.i." in schools throughout to desire: that Is the crucial point.
above in any detail, but a model
661-lOBD
BAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Phdni:
how
can
one
prevent
Q.
And
the
the country. At Princeton Unisuch as this could be developed
versity, more members of the minority of fanatical blacks from
and would be ideal for developing
faculty registered a preference for taking over?
the dialogue that is needed. An
A. How does one prevent the miGregory for President over
Dick
FREE DELIVERY
SEabright 1-2038
example of what can be done along
Richard Nixon for President. It nority of fanatical whites from takthese lines was the excellent sym- is not as though one were threat- ing over? By periodic elections,
posium in 1963 sponsored by the
ening what was heretofore a well- overseen by the courts.
CIBA Foundation in England, "Man
balanced civic situation. At Harlem
and his Future". Other non-medthey have had centrally adminisGNO (CONT.)
ical technology into the future are tered public
schools for years, to
the size of the group assembled ;
the Rand Corporation, the Hudson and for years they have had Adam
HARDWARE TOYS PABCO PAINT GLASS
discussion, threesections were j
PLUMBING SUPPLIES
Institute, and the Commission on
for
Clayton Powell Jr.
established. The divisions were not ■
the Year 2000 of the American
':->r*
Academy of Arts and Sciences.
Q. But aren't you making recom- made according to clinical area so
NORMAN SOMBERG
724 IRVING STREET
mendations which are in a sense there were many different ideas
racist?
and backgrounds to be found in
j
j_i..
i.
_,
,
A. Yes, but only In the sense each section. To anyone coming
We
Specialize
reverse
Fresh
Flowers
In
that
discrimination is in a bit late the scene must have
Good Service
racist. It is apparent that the black been something to behold. Three
community desires the exercise groups of people sitting in circles
of power. Now in order to exer- with individuals talking, moving,
cise power, it becomes necessary gesturing and presenting a living
ARRANGEMENTS
~~" I—"\1—"\ CALL
to permit black people to assume picture wlch could easily be
*~"
positions for which they are not named "INVOLVEMENT". Many
GARDEN PATH
661-4113
qualified by conventional stanpoints of student discontent were
WEDDINGS
FLORIST
nn
dards. That is no different from discussed and directed toward the
OH
I 825 IRVING NEAR 9th AYE.
I
what the white colleges are doing appropriate channels for. explora/ Clo~ to V. C. Botpital 1 RR 1 OCOO ANY OCCASION
when they lower their standards tion and resolution. The response
«j
( AND MOOAN ■ SULLIVAN I*9ol •00*0 .^-AISOin order to admit Negro freshmen by both faculty and student parARTIFICIAL PLANTS
J
■ ■>aowEirt roe
ahead of others who are better ticipants was nearly unanimous Ciif
«g
SALE
WE DELIVER ANYWHERE
BBff
qualified academically. To appoint that it had been interesting, helpa black teacher because he is black ful and should be continued. The
is racist, granted. But we have job is just beginning for those who
reached a point in race relations have undertaken the task offollowwhere it becomes desirable to act ing the issues. As usual, most of
consciously in such a way as to the work of any organization is done
accede to such demands of the Nethrough committees.
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GRAND OPENING
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ventions, for instance, the com-
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panies were urged to prepare new
kinds of insurance to cover people who wish to be frozen at death,
and later, hopefully, revived. A
rubber company is exploring artificial organs as a possible new
market. The suitability of industrj
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INTERESTED INDUSTRY
Private industry has also taker
an Interest in some of these questions. At a recent insurance con-
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THE CHAMBER
Bth Aye. and Irvine

Tel. 664-9757

_, Saturday March 29th thru Easter Week
Edward J. Mltchell.CL.U.

-

Dining & Dancing Nitely SPM 2 AM
Chamber Music Jam Session Sunday 3-6PM
Dance Contest every Wed. Grand Prize $500
readily seen.
Presenting "The POLLUTION"
RELIGIONS' INFLUENCE IN
MEDICINE
Capitol Records Latest Recording Sensation
The churches are another posAn Exclusive San Francisco Engagement
sible forum. In the past it has
jften been them who have taken
I
as a forum for discussion of these
issues is sharply limited by their
monetary involvement, as can be

-

Paul G. Nystrom

Carl E. Johanson & Associates
Exclusive representatives of insurance plans especially
designed for members of their professional associations.
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(S.A.M.A. UFE
Student American Medical Association;
A.Ph.A UFE
American Pharmaceutical Association, and
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KARATE AT UCMC

SPRING SPORTS
Intramural Tournament Signups

Another of the unsung but nevertheless active sports which takes
place at U.C.M.C. is karate. Twice
a week popular instructor Ralph
Castro teaches an enthusiastic
group of young men and ladies
the fine points of this traditional
sport. As the photographs indicate,
the participants pursue this activity with determinationand vigor.

During the Spring Quarter the following intramural tournaments
will take place:
1. Handball A, B, C and beginner divisions.
2. Squash A, B, C and beginner divisions.
3. Tennis singles and doubles
4. Table Tennis singles and doubles.

-- -

5. Billiards
6. Badminton.
Please sign up immediately at the Athletic Control Desk if you are
interested in the above tournaments.
Intramural Volleyball
If you are interested in two-man intramural volleyball please
sign up right away.
LESSONS
In case you do not know, the weight room now has one of the
EXER-GENIE exercisers. Al Kerr will demonstrate the use of
this device by appointment.
Handball and squash lessons are also available by appointment.
SAUNA BATH
The charge for using the Sauna Bath is presently 25 cents. This
charge will be discontinued as soon as the bath is paid for.
Although this facility is located in the men's locker room, women
are welcome to use it also on MONDAY and WEDNESDAY nights.

WOMEN'S JUDO
Women's Judo and Self-defense Classes
be given from

April 9. They will
berry Union Central Desk.

7:30

to

will begin on Wednesday

9:00 PM. Sign up at Mill-

UCMC Women's Varsity Basketball Team

(Above, left.) Ed Weiss aims a
sure karate kick at Rodger Musso.

deft,

(Above, right.) Rodgerretaliates.

(Left.) Mrs. Martha Buffum, a thirdyear nursing student, thwarts attack
by husband John, a third-year pharmacy student.

FREE HAIR CUT
with
any hair work including hair pieces
Shampoos and Style Set $3.50

Lambda Kappa

FASHION HUT COIFFURES

Sigma

96 Judah near 6th Aye.
Phone 661-8436

Basketball Team

Enclosed is a picture of part of the Lambda
Kappa Sigma Pharmaceutical sorority basketball
team. From left to right (back row): Eloise Wong,
Ava Balbutin, Marianne Foppianno, team captain:
and Penny Ries. Front row are the Well Sisters,
original charter members of the sorority 50 years

ago 11 Last June these active alumnae were presented their 50 years service pins at the Lambda
Kappa Sigma Biennal convention in Indianapolis,
Indiana.
Besides basketball where we have played the Phi
Delta Chi Fraternity and beating them 36-34 (I
won't tell you how) (I hear they want revenge this
Monday night, playing girls rule toolll) our sorority
has ShangHaied the Pledges at 6:00 in the morning
for breakfast. In January we had our annual dinnerthe music provided by
dance held at Joe Jungs
the Illusions. The sorority girls are also planning
a hostess program for the School of Pharmacy. On
Saturdays when it isn't raining, beginning tennis
lessons are given in Golden Gate Park.
The 36 potential pledges haven't been initiated yet

—

JOHN

MIKE

STELLINC
MARKET

sth Aye. & Irving

Hours 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
but there is a rumor they're 'going to get it.
Thanks for reading this. Our group has been having trouble In organizational interest so I thought
a little publicity would give our group a little
boost in spirit.
Aye Balbutin
Lambda Kappa Sigma

INCLUDING SUNDAY
FREE DELIVERY

OYI-8794
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the first tire made with
get 10-20,000
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